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● Lof of feedback received!!!
– Only CPU accountng is going to be discussed in this 10' talk...
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Minutes from MB meetng 18/Nov/2014

Ian Bird reported that at the last RRB, following the recommendaton 
of the CRSG, it was proposed to remove efciency factors from WLCG 
resource accountng. These factors were originally introduced to ensure 
that the funding agencies were aware of what level of usage of CPU 
and storage was reasonable to expect. This is now generally well 
understood, and the actual usage is very high, and the contnued use of 
the factors leads to some confusion. Therefore, there is general 
agreement that these efciency factors have served their purpose and 
now should be removed from resource accountng reports. The 
experiments will contnue to use the agreed efciency factors in 
estmatng their resource needs. Ian Bird invited MB members to let 
him know of any objectons to this proposal, in the absence of which 
this will be considered as approved.
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Removing the efciency factors

● All of the efciency factors were removed from the 
accountng reports since Apr. 2015. For CPU:
– Before Apr. 2015: the CPU pledge for a site was scaled (down) by 

applying the CPU efciency factor (0.85 for T1s, 0.7 for T2s); then, 
the consumed CPUtme in the year was compared to this scaled 
down CPU pledge

● Either we were scaling down the pledge, or scaling up the CPUtme 
usage, to account for the inefciency of the jobs...

– Afer Apr. 2015: the CPU pledge for a site is not scaled down 
anymore; then, the consumed CPUtme in the year is compared to 
the CPU pledge...

● But, as jobs are not 100% efcient, the jobs used WALLtme should 
indeed be compared to the CPU pledge [see next slides]
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 Efciency infaton on experiment requests

Ian Bird reported that at the last RRB, following the recommendaton 
of the CRSG, it was proposed to remove efciency factors from WLCG 
resource accountng. These factors were originally introduced to ensure 
that the funding agencies were aware of what level of usage of CPU 
and storage was reasonable to expect. This is now generally well 
understood, and the actual usage is very high, and the contnued use of 
the factors leads to some confusion. Therefore, there is general 
agreement that these efciency factors have served their purpose and 
now should be removed from resource accountng reports. The 
experiments will contnue to use the agreed efciency factors in 
estmatng their resource needs. Ian Bird invited MB members to let 
him know of any objectons to this proposal, in the absence of which 
this will be considered as approved.
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 Efciency infaton on experiment requests

● Contacted ALICE, ATLAS, CMS and LHCb:
– All the experiments confrm they are indeed including the efciency 

factors in their internal calculatons

– The pledges are expressed in “walltme-corrected” HS06 (no ef. 
factors applied)

– They report to CRSG the used walltme at the sites wrt pledges

● Contacted many Tier-1s:
– They confrm they are providing CPU pledges, understood as 

“walltme-corrected” HS06 (no ef. factors applied)

● The experiments expect to execute tasks at the sites at these pledge 
levels, or even beyond (if there are resources available and not used 
by other VOs)
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WLCG monthly accountng reports

● Monthly WLCG Ofce accountng reports stll compare CPUtme 
to the pledges, for both T1s and T2s. This might be a pure 
technicality that was lef forgoten, but it adds to the confusion 
and needs to be fxed. It also has strong politcal impact.
– Universal agreement from all of the partes involved
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WLCG monthly accountng reports

● Monthly WLCG Ofce accountng reports stll compare CPUtme 
to the pledges, for both T1s and T2s. This might be a pure 
technicality that was lef forgoten, but it adds to the confusion 
and needs to be fxed. It also has strong politcal impact.
– Universal agreement from all of the partes involved

This is cputime, not walltime
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WLCG monthly accountng reports

● Monthly WLCG Ofce accountng reports stll compare CPUtme 
to the pledges, for both T1s and T2s. This might be a pure 
technicality that was lef forgoten, but it adds to the confusion 
and needs to be fxed. It also has strong politcal impact.
– Universal agreement from all of the partes involved

● It could be convenient if both T1 and T2 monthly reports show the 
CPU accountng values (both CPUtme and WALLtme) using the 
same units: HEPSPEC06-days
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We indeed measure the CPU ef. factors

Ian Bird reported that at the last RRB, following the recommendaton 
of the CRSG, it was proposed to remove efciency factors from WLCG 
resource accountng. These factors were originally introduced to ensure 
that the funding agencies were aware of what level of usage of CPU 
and storage was reasonable to expect. This is now generally well 
understood, and the actual usage is very high, and the contnued use of 
the factors leads to some confusion. Therefore, there is general 
agreement that these efciency factors have served their purpose and 
now should be removed from resource accountng reports. The 
experiments will contnue to use the agreed efciency factors in 
estmatng their resource needs. Ian Bird invited MB members to let 
him know of any objectons to this proposal, in the absence of which 
this will be considered as approved.
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We indeed measure the CPU ef. factors

● We are indeed measuring the CPU efciency factors:
– The CPUTime/WallTime reported to WLCG refects the actual CPU 

Efciencies of the jobs at the sites

– They indeed include all of the inefciencies, with contributons 
coming from (empty) pilots, half-full/half-empty multcore pilots, high 
memory jobs in multcore pilots or alone, ... 

● We should regularly use/check the CPUEf. Informaton:

– to cross-check that the observed values are reasonable

– to know if the efciencies that the experiments use are realistc 
or not
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(next) for the CPU accountng

● We are now scheduling very diferent types of jobs + experiments 
would like to pass all of the job parameters to the batch systems

● We should re-defne how we make the accountng
– [a] 1 job asking for 2 GB of mem. != [b] 1 job asking for 12 GB of mem.

– Indeed, job requirements != resources blocked by the jobs

– In [b] 6 cores might be blocked – but current CPU accountng can yield 
the same result of cputme and walltme for both [a] and [b]

● Experiments and sites consulted agree that we should move 
towards an accountng that is done on locked resources at the sites

● The need of clear procedures/guidelines for these job submissions 
to maximize farm utlizatons (such as WLCG multcore Task Force)
– These inefciencies can hardly be charged to the experiments
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Conclusions

● (partal) conclusions: 
– Proposal to correct the monthly LCG Ofce accountng reports 

since Apr. 2015
● use CPU WALLtme usage when comparing to CPU pledges

– Proposal to create a group to drive the discussions on accountng 
for the future (nice ideas tha have emerged in these discussions)

● Accountng based on locked resources
● Installed capacites through BDii or the new WLCG IS
● Disk bufers in front of tapes are in the exp. Requests?
● Some discussions (might) be needed for Disk and Tape
● “Economic models”: for example, mechanisms to expose the 

"memory cost" to experiments so they can make choices on what 
workload to send where...
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